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Most people look at pets as members of their family. For this reason, pets need to be
treated as such. Many people get frustrated by having to constantly open the door for
their pets to go in and out. If only there was a better way to deal with this situation. Now,
there is! Homeowners are able to invest in an automatic pet door that puts all of these
problems in the rearview mirror. There are a number of benefits that everyone should
know about an electronic dog door.

Easier for Pets to Go In and Out
Of course, one of the top benefits is that it suddenly becomes easier for pets to go in and
out. There are many people who become frustrated when they constantly have to open
and close the door to let their pets in and out. These problems are only magnified when
someone is out of the house for an extended period of time or is on vacation. Now, there
is nobody there to let their pets in and out. When someone invests in an electronic dog
door for sliding glass door, pets can go in and out even when the owner isn’t home! This
saves a lot of time, energy, and stress.

Lower Utility Bills with an Automatic Pet Door with Collar
Another benefit that is often overlooked is that people can actually lower their utility bills
when they use an automatic dog door. When people have to constantly open the door to
let their pets in and out, there is always the chance that someone might forget to close
the door. This means that people are letting precious air conditioning and heat pass
through the open door. This means that more energy, and money, is spent heating or
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cooling the home. With an automatic pet door, this is suddenly a problem of the past.
This door will minimize the amount of time that is spent with the door open. The result is
lower utility bills.

Advantages for People with Disabilities
One of the most important benefits of automatic doors for pets is that it helps people
who live with disabilities. People who live with one or more handicaps often have a lot of
trouble opening the door to let their pets in and out. This can be an arduous task. For
this reason, anyone with disabilities should invest in an electronic dog door. This can save
people with disabilities a tremendous amount of time, energy, and stress. Allow an
automatic dog door with a collar to handle this task.

Rely on Energy Shield Window and Door Company for Automatic
Pet Doors

Anyone who is looking for automatic pet doors in the Arizona area should rely on Energy
Shield Window and Door Company. For decades, we have been helping homeowners
install high-quality windows and doors. We provide outstanding warranties on our
products and will lower your utility bills in the process. To learn more about our
products, please contact us today. We have an A+ rating from the Better Business
Bureau, have certifications from Earthwise and General Contractor, and can speak
English and Spanish.
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